The Goyim Know Too Much: Convene the Council!
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Apparently, lots and lots of people do not seem to buy things from the chosen people anymore to the point the Council has to be Convened.

The situation is reaching OY VEY emergency levels that shouldn't even be possible. All major internet platforms and information outlets have been as tightly sealed in the last 3 years, and basically, none have escaped. Still, the situation is escalating to the point the self-chosen people are being exposed regardless of literally trying to censor every means of information.

The OY VEYs are concerned that awareness about the OY VEYs is growing. The OY VEYs are very alarmed, angry, and will try to force people to love them. A soap opera of OY VEY proportions is being reached.

One third of the planet is like getting unemployed but well the important thing is to remember that even if the OY VEYs caused the negative reaction to this crisis, everyone has to love them still. But people only end up hating them which is the strangest of all things the OY VEYs cannot understand.

Satan and the Gods will be upon them, they should really be aware, that even strangulating the information systems of the world has essentially only probably tripled or multiplied how much people know about them anyway.

It doesn't look like none of it is really working out for them anymore.
US will push countries to love their Jews more, anti-Semitism monitor says

WASHINGTON (JTA) — Elan Carr, the State Department’s anti-Semitism monitor, wants to get people in other countries to love their Jews more as a means of countering anti-Semitism.

In a press call Monday to mark Jewish American Heritage Month, Carr outlined steps the United States was taking worldwide to advocate for defending Jews as violent anti-Semitism spikes, including security measures, prosecuting hate crimes and condemning anti-Semitic speech.

“In addition to all of those important defense measures, we are determined also to work with our allies in developing and driving Philo-Semitic narratives for their country, in the hope that we can reach the day when every society dedicates itself, as the United States has, to embrace and to treasure its Jewish community,” he said.

He did not outline what shape the philo-Semitic narratives would take, or how the State Department would drive them.
“The opposite of anti-Semitism is not tolerance,” Carr said. “The opposite of anti-Semitism is Philo-Semitism, the appreciation, respect, and affection for Jewish values and the Jewish community. Jewish American Heritage Month is an important vehicle for driving that critical Philo-Semitic narrative.”

Carr listed Jewish American luminaries worth promoting, including composers Irving Berlin and Leonard Bernstein, scientists Jonas Salk and Albert Einstein, and Supreme Court Justices Louis Brandeis and Benjamin Cardozo.

Carr also addressed the spike in anti-Semitic narratives that blame Jews for the coronavirus pandemic.

“We’ve actually brought together various authorities that work in this area, in governments, ours and others, and in the private sector or for-profit, but also NGOs that specifically address internet hate speech,” he said. “And we’re bringing together these authorities specifically for the purpose of producing a framework to address this."

FACE-BOOKED Facebook announces new ‘neutral supreme court’ body to police site – including ex-Danish PM and former Guardian editor

FACEBOOK’S new “neutral supreme court” body includes an ex-Danish PM and the former Guardian editor Alan Rusbridger, it was revealed yesterday.

The social media giant has announced the first 20 members of its new independent oversight board, but it has been blasted for containing a string of left-wing figures.

Critics have now accused boss Mark Zuckerberg of “blowing” his chance of setting up a “politically balanced” oversight committee for the social media giant due to the politics of some of the people involved.

Mr Rusbridger was editor of the left-leaning Guardian newspaper for 20 years, and recently claimed US television should stop showing President Trump's White House press conferences.

His appointment is believed to have been pushed for by former Liberal Democrat leader Sir Nick Clegg, who is now head of public affairs at Facebook.

Denmark's first female prime minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt has also joined, despite running left-wing campaigns that were pro-immigration and demanded high taxes.
The social democrat is also the wife of Labour MP Stephen Kinnock, who himself is the son of ex-party leader Neil.

Facebook bosses hope the board will help it improve after a heavy backlash for its role in the spread of fake news.

The appointments sparked fury among Tory MPs, who claimed Facebook had “failed miserably” to provide political balance.

Damian Green, a Conservative MP and member of the Commons’ Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee, said: “Globally, Facebook is much more important than any newspaper or broadcaster, so it has a consequent responsibility to demonstrate it is open to a range of views.”

Tory MP Daniel Kawczynski said: “It is important that any organization, be it a global corporate or local government, benefits from a plurality of views which are reflective of the societies in which they operate.”

Backbencher Andrew Bridgen said: “It seems strange that any company which aims to offer services to a population would consistently recruit to positions of considerable responsibility individuals with what are clearly minority political views.

“It is not only bad practice – it’s also bad business and risks alienating the majority of their customer base”.

Other members include vice president of the libertarian Cato Institute John Samples, Columbia University law professor Jamal Green, Brazilian technology lawyer Ronaldo Lemos and former European Court of Human rights judge András Sajó.

Another is conservative US judge Michael McConnell, who insisted the board would not be biased.

He said: “If we do our jobs right, this will bring about a degree of political and cultural neutrality in the decision-making.
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